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TRI
SUIT

front zipper - mensŸ
back zipper - ladiesŸ
back pocket and no pocket optionsŸ
Poly SpandexŸ
nylon bottomŸ
unisex chamoisŸ
leg grippersŸ
modern fitŸ

Pattern 176 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL no pocket
Pattern 177 - ladies adult sizes 8 - 24 no pocket
Pattern 170 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL with pocket
Pattern 171 - ladies adult sizes 8 - 24 with pocket

Tri suit
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TRI
SINGLET

TRI
SHORTS

racer back (174, 687 and 179)Ÿ
front zip and no zip options for mens singletŸ
back pocket and no pocket optionsŸ
Trimesh side panelsŸ
Poly Spandex fabric Ÿ
modern fitŸ

Pattern 172 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL with 
pocket/with zip
Pattern 174 - ladies adult sizes 8 - 24 with pocket
Pattern 687 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL no pocket/no zip
Pattern 3279 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL with 
pocket/no zip
Pattern 179 - ladies adult sizes 8 - 24 without pocket 

Tri singlet
Poly Spandex side panelsŸ
nylon fabricŸ
unisex chamoisŸ
leg grippersŸ
modern fitŸ

Pattern 173 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL
Pattern 175 - ladies adult sizes 8 - 24

Tri shorts
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Ideal for multi-activity
Unisex

Layers : one

Thickness: 4mm - 2mm

Fabric: Quick drying and ultra thin the 4-way stretch 
bi-elastic microfiber fabric hugs your body like a second 
skin providing comfort, moisture wicking and ventilation 
while preventing abrasions with its seamless and 
anatomic design.

Features: seamless, anatomic shaped, excellent moisture 
wicking and ventilation

Triathlon chamois

Nylon
This strong durable fabric 
provides optimal stretch for 
comfort while resisting 
damage when continuously 
rubbed against hard or rough 
surfaces. 

233gsmŸ

85% nylon/15% spandexŸ

black colour onlyŸ

durable stretchŸ

ideal for tri suits and Ÿ

shorts

Polyester Spandex
The 4-way stretch of this 
bright white base tricot fabric 
offers extra comfort and 
freedom of movement to 
enhance performance. 
Moisture management 
properties make it resistant 
to perspiration stains. 

220gsmŸ

80% polyester/20% Ÿ

spandex
excellent for high Ÿ

resolution images & rich 
colours
ideal for tri suits, shorts Ÿ

and singlets

Micromesh
An advanced lightweight 
mesh knit fabric built for 
optimal moisture transfer, 
fast drying and good sun 
protection. 

120gsm & 165gsmŸ
100% polyesterŸ
hydrophilic treatmentŸ
Ideal for singlets Ÿ

Triathlon fabrics

Trimesh
An open weave lightweight 
fabric with high stretch, 
constructed for optimal air 
flow. During high energy 
activities this fabric keeps 
the wearer cool and dry. 

130gsmŸ
100% polyesterŸ
excellent for panellingŸ
ideal for panelling in Ÿ
singlet panels
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